CENTRE FOR DENTALEDUCATION& RESEARCH
ALL-INDIAINSTITUTEOF MEDICALSCIENCES
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-29.
Dated: 15.01.2015

Ref. No. 61/CDER/M&E/2012-13

Subject: Purchase of equipments required for Peizosurgery LED Handpiece for the
department of Oral & Max. Surgery at CDER (AIIMS),New Delhi-29 on proprietary
basis- Inviting comments thereon.

*****
The request has been received from Dr. Ajoy Roy Choudhury,

Deptt. of Oral &

Max. Surgery (CDER) AIIMS to purchase the subject item from M/s IDS Denmed Pvt.
Ltd. (Mfd. By M/s

Satelec (India) Pvt. Ltd.)

on proprietary

basis. The proposal

submitted by M/s IDS Denmed Pvt. Ltd. and PAC certifications are attached.
The above documents

are being uploaded

objections, comments, if any, from any manufacturer
the

equipment/item

61/CDER/M&E/2012-13

within

Issue

15

to submit

regarding proprietary nature of
days

grvmg

reference

No.

The comments should be received by office of Stores Officer

(CDER) AIIMS on or before 30.01.2015
presumed

of

for open information

upto 4:30 p.m., failing which it will be

that any other vendor is having no comment to offer and case will be

decided on merits.

Encl: Related documents enclosed.
1. PACCertificate enclosed.
2. Specification of equipment.
Computer facility: with request for uploading the same in AIIMSwebsites for
the period of 15 days.

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
ANSARI NAGAR: NEW DELHI - 110029
PROPRIETORY

1.

Item/Type/Model

2.

If the item a spare

/SPECIFICATION

No. required

part

alongwith

attachment

BRAND GOODS CERTIFICATE

specification.

or accessory
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equipment.
3.

Name of the manufacturer/Supplier
proposed by the indintor.

of the item

4.

Are they sole manufacturers/Sold

5.

If there any other item with similar/equivalent
specification
available in the market to meet the job requirement envisaged. If the (I AAi - ~
answer is yes, why the same can't be procured.
Demanding officer

distributors
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of the item.
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should
bring
out
comparative
functional
advantages/cost
effectiveness of the recommended
item from these offered by other.

What were the efforts made to located alternative
use other substitutes.

7.

Why open/limited
source.

tender can't he resorted

8.

Are the proprietory
not.

9.

Any other justification
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item from signle source.
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(Countersigned)
(Head of the Department)

I certify that thte item at Sr. No.1 above is required to be procured on single tender basis as the
source of supply is definitely known/the specified brand proposed was advantages in meeting our functional
requirements
and limited tender system could be dispensed with as they would serve no useful purpose in
this particular case.
is not applicable)
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September 4, 2014

TO WHOM~OEVER IT MAY CONCERN

This is to certify that the Peizo Surgery LED handpiece is our Proprietary product
which is compatible with Peizotome 2 supplied to you through our dealer Mis IDS
Denmed Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi.

We also confirm that no other make Peizo Surgery
this system.

I..ED

handpiece would fit into

Thanking you.

For SATELEC (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
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